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64 free download Updated on December 29, 2012 I have posted the updated version of the patch below. The patch has a few new fixes and I have also found a couple of new bugs so I have posted a new patch to correct these. Please read the post below. The gem is so well made that you can take a knife and cut the gem the way you want it. So if you have been using the 4.0.7 version of the gem you
may want to update to the current version. Here is the latest gem: ]]>jewelcad 5.1 update 12 27 Dec 2012 20:44:00 -0600jewelcad 5.1 update 12JewelCad 5.1 has been released. It is available for download. The gem can be downloaded at the link below. If you have any issues try to load it from a different browser. This gem is still under active development. I will be working on it soon to correct any
bugs I find and adding new features that were mentioned in the forum and suggestions by users. JewelCad 5.1 was released on December 20th 2012. This gem is currently in testing and the new features and bug fixes are under active development. JewelCad 5.1 comes with these new features and bug fixes: The diamond can be rotated at any angle Diamond rotation can now be locked at a certain
rotation The gem can be saved at any rotation angle The gem can be saved with an 8 digit or a 2 digit password The exact shape of the gem can be saved Custom printing for the gem can be set The gem can be resized to a different size and shape Diamond sizes can now be specified at any angle Diamond size can be set to zero The gem can be saved at any angle Diamond rotation can 82157476af
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